We describe three data-parallel implementations of the simplex method for dense linear programming problems. The rst implementation uses a full tableau and the most-negative reduced cost pivot rule, the second uses a tableau and the steepest-edge pivot rule, and the third is a revised method with explicit inverse. All are implemented on a Connection Machine CM{2 massively parallel computer system, using a variant of Fortran 90. Using special data structures called stripe arrays, we produce e cient implementations.
Introduction
This paper describes the implementation of simplex algorithms for solving dense linear programming problems in a data-level massively parallel computing environment. Data-parallel programs express parallelism via aggregate operations on arrays, while interprocessor communication is invoked by special intrinsic functions, expressions involving array-valued subscripts, and utility subroutines. Data parallel programming environments provide relatively easy access to the power of massively parallel systems. The approach is to be distinguished from \control level" parallelism, whereby concurrency is achieved by executing potentially distinct and asynchronous streams of instructions on multiple processors. Early data parallel environments were restricted to SIMD 10] architectures, but data-parallel programming environments are now becoming available on MIMD 10] systems as well.
A data-parallel general dense simplex algorithm for linear programming was used as an example in 1]; however, the performance of this early implementation was disappointing. This paper describes the development of prototype data-parallel simplex codes on the CM{2, using the CM Fortran Language, which is based on Fortran 90.
The vast majority of linear programming applications involve sparse constraint matrices, and commercial linear programming codes exploit this sparsity. The approaches we discuss here are not nearly so broadly applicable in practice, as they employ dense representations of the constraint matrix. Nevertheless, dense linear programming does have some genuine applications, such as in the solution of the highly dense master problems generated by some uses of Dantzig-Wolfe or Benders decomposition (in general, see e.g. 9, 30] ). Other applications arise in digital lter circuit design 14], data analysis and classi cation 5, 6] , and nancial planning 21].
The existing literature on parallel versions of general simplex methods, either sparse or dense, is somewhat meager. We have already mentioned 1]. Arthur, Frendewey, and Schumichrast 2] discuss vectorization of a dense simplex method on a multiprocessor mainframe computer, resulting in small speedup factors. Helgason, Kennington, and Zaki 19] propose a more ambitious approach for general sparse problems on shared-memory MIMD architectures, presumably with small numbers of processors. More recently, Sundarraj and Ho 31] attempted a general sparse implementation on a shared-memory MIMD system, but came to disappointing conclusions. Most remaining work in the eld has centered on non-simplex algorithms (e.g. 7, 22, 23, 29] ) and/or problems with block-decomposable or network structure (e.g. 3, 26, 35, 36] ). On the CM{2, 28] describes the implementation of massively parallel dense interior point algorithms for linear programming, particularly within the context of parallel Benders decomposition.
We began our research by attempting to implement a dense tableau-based version of the simplex method. This task turned out to be harder than expected; special temporary data structures we call stripe arrays were necessary to obtain an e cient implementation. A comparison of the stripe array technique to simpler implementations makes an illustrative case study in data-parallel programming and the limitations of Fortran 90.
Once the tableau method was running e ciently, we modi ed it to employ a steepestedge entering variable rule. This modi cation proved critical to solving some of the largest and most di cult test problems.
We then developed a third implementation, using the revised simplex method with explicit inverse. At each iteration, this version updates only the basis inverse B ?1 , as opposed to the full tableau B ?1 A, where A is the constraint matrix. The revised implementation's data motion requirements are more complex, but stripe arrays still proved very useful. The method has a number of computational advantages over the tableau method, although they are less pronounced for parallel solution of dense linear programs than in the more familiar sparse serial case.
The CM{2 is a SIMD 10] system composed of between 512 and 64K bit-serial custom processors running at 7 MHz. Each cluster of 32 bit-serial processors share a single Weitek 64-bit vector arithmetic unit, which can perform both oating-and xed-point calculations. We used the CM Fortran language in its \slicewise" mode, in which the basic \processor" units are the vector arithmetic units, and the bit-serial processors are used mainly for communication functions. Typically, each arithmetic unit has one megabyte of local memory, although 256K and 4-megabyte con gurations also exist. A single Sun SPARC microprocessor controls the entire system, mainly by broadcasting instructions to the SIMD processors.
We present our results on the CM{2 because our codes were originally developed on the CM{2, and our design decisions were tailored to the CM{2's architecture. However, the general techniques used, including stripe arrays, should apply to most data-parallel systems. On the CM{5, which also uses the CMF language, the present code can be used essentially unchanged, although further performance tuning might be possible. On other systems, programming details might have to be altered, but the basic principles should be similar. Only on systems where communication is much faster relative to computation might we advocate taking a di erent basic approach. Given the present pace of improvement in processor technology, such systems are not likely to appear in the immediate future.
The rest of this paper is organized in four sections. Section 1 brie y describes the test problem set, while Section 2 describes alternative implementations of the tableau method and reports computational results, including comparison sequential runs of MINOS 5.4. Section 3 describes the development of the revised simplex implementation, including further computational results. Section 4 gives some concluding remarks. An appendix brie y reports computational results on the CM{5.
Test Problem Information
For our computational tests, we used test problems from the NETLIB collection, as well as a few dense problems arising from portfolio management and data analysis applications. Most of the NETLIB problems are very sparse, so solving them with dense codes is not likely to be e cient. However, since we wanted to validate and compare our implementations on a wide range of problems, including numerically di cult ones, we decided to select a subset of NETLIB problems, and treat all the problems in the subset as if they were dense. Generally, we tried to select problems that were reasonably large and di cult, and that had a relatively high average count of nonzero entries per column. 
where A in an m n matrix. Each iteration of the tableau-based primal simplex method for (1) (see e.g. 9, 17]) takes the following form, assuming that the reduced costs are stored in row zero of the (m + 1) (n + 1) tableau T, and the right-hand-side entries in column zero:
T1. Select Entering Variable: Choose a pivot column j > 0 such that t 0j < 0. The simplest form of the method locates j by nding the minimum of t 0j over j 2 f1;:::;ng.
One resolves ties by choosing the lowest-numbered column. If there are no negative t 0j 's, then halt with an optimal solution.
T2. Ratio Test: For each positive element t ij of the pivot column, calculate the ratio i = t i0 =t ij with the corresponding right-hand-side entry. The index i minimizing i over i identi es the pivot row (ties are broken by selecting the numerically lowest i). If t ij 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; m, then halt; the problem is unbounded. T3. Pivot: Pivot on the (i ; j ) element of the tableau. That is, scale row i so that t i j = 1, and then subtract multiples of row i from all the other rows such that every other element of the pivot column becomes zero. Return to step T1.
For simplicity, we have presented the above algorithm as if all arithmetic were exact. In practice, the fundamental algorithm above must be modi ed to compensate for inexact arithmetic, guard against cycling and stalling (i.e. excessively long sequences of degenerate pivots), and perform certain additional bookkeeping functions. We omit these details because they are not crucial to understanding how we implemented the algorithm.
Preliminary implementations
At rst, we attempted to implement the simplex method by a straightforward application of the tools of Fortran 90 27], storing the tableau in a (0 : m) (0 : n) dimensioned array, and Table 1 : Characteristics of the test problems. Problems are grouped by density, and listed alphabetically within groups, The rst group is less than 2.5% dense, the second 2.5% to 10% dense, and the last groups even denser. Asterisks (*) denote non-NETLIB problems.
using the aggregate array operations in Fortran 90 as much as possible without performing unnecessary computation. We call this the \naive" approach because, although it performs the minimum amount of work as measured in oating point operations (considering that it uses a dense representation), it ignores the cost of interprocessor communication.
To nd the entering column, we transferred row zero of the tableau to a one-dimensional array, to which we then applied the minval intrinsic function. Similarly, to perform the ratio test, we rst transferred the right-hand side and pivot column to aligned one-dimensional arrays, on which we then performed the test. To perform the actual pivot, or outer product update of the tableau, we used the spread intrinsic function of Fortran 90 to replicate the pivot row and column in arrays the same shape as the tableau, multiplied these two arrays together, and then subtracted the result from the tableau.
This kind of implementation proved very ine cient. On a CM{2 system with 4096 bitserial processors and 128 arithmetic units, it ran at about 425 double-precision kilo ops on a 64 128 problem and 1.3 mega ops on a 512 1024 problem. This equates to about 3 to 10 kilo ops per arithmetic unit, whereas a realistic peak CM{2 speed for communication-free Fortran code is at least 1.5 double-precision mega ops per arithmetic unit.
To understand this ine ciency, one must consider how arrays are laid out in distributedmemory, data-parallel systems. Given p processing elements (in the particular case of the CM{2 in slicewise mode, p is the number of vector arithmetic units), a one-dimensional array of size n is typically partitioned out to the processors in (usually contiguous) groups of v = dn=pe elements, called subgrids. The geometry of a two-dimensional array, say of size n 1 n 2 , is slightly more complicated. The processors are con gured as a p 1 p 2 array called the physical grid, where p 1 p 2 = p. Each processor is responsible for a dn 1 =p 1 e dn 2 =p 2 e = v 1 v 2 rectangular sub-block of the original array (processors at the edges of the physical grid may be responsible for somewhat fewer elements if n 1 =p 1 or n 2 =p 2 are not integers); v 1 is the subgrid size for the rst (vertical) dimension, and v 2 is the subgrid size for the second (horizontal) dimension. Higher-dimensional arrays are laid out similarly. The optimal choice of the physical grid dimensions p 1 and p 2 for any given array are system-and algorithmdependent, and it is not necessary to discuss the details here. We consider the dense simplex tableau, and thus assume for the moment that n 1 = m + 1 and n 2 = n + 1.
On the CM{2, moving information from one array geometry to another of a di erent shape typically requires use of the general message router, which operates very slowly compared to the arithmetic units. Such an arbitrary-pattern communication operation is generally called a send. Our naive implementation performed six send operations per iteration, in order to move reduced cost, right-hand side, pivot row, and pivot column information to and from the tableau array. Furthermore, the spread operations used in the tableau update create v 1 copies of the pivot row information and v 2 copies of the pivot column information within each processor, in a wasteful process called \virtual spreading".
A number of techniques can be used to streamline the implementation: the ine cient virtual spread operations can be circumvented by using a special outer product routine from the CMSSL (Connection Machine Scienti c Software Library), or careful programming can eliminate some data motion between arrays of di erent geometries. These two techniques cannot be fully combined, however, and in any case very high communication overhead will remain.
Given the regularity of the data structures used by the dense simplex method, it seemed that a less communication-intensive implementation had to be possible. Our next approach was to try to substitute masked operations for communication. For instance, in nding the entering variable, rather than moving the reduced costs to a one-dimensional array and then searching for the most negative element, we instead located the most negative element of the tableau array under a logical \mask" eliminating all but the reduced cost positions from consideration. Using such masks, one can avoid all data motion between arrays of di erent shapes, and still express the simplex method as a simple Fortran 90 program. We found this mask-based implementation to be typically about three times as fast as our naive implementation, but still quite ine cient. The reason for this ine ciency is that each of the vector arithmetic operations needed to nd the pivot element now requires (mn) work. This is as much as processing the entire tableau, even if all but a single row or column is \masked out". Furthermore, the memory requirements of the algorithm become badly in ated. To obtain further improvement, we had to turn to techniques not so easily expressed in Fortran 90.
E cient implementation using stripe arrays
To obtain an e cient implementation, one must somehow avoid unnecessary cross-geometry communication without pointlessly increasing the work required to identify the pivot element. To accomplish this, we resorted to computational devices we call \stripe arrays", which resemble temporary data structures used in some of the routines of the CMSSL (many of these routines are written at a lower level than Fortran 90). In our dense simplex application, we need two kinds of stripe arrays, horizontal and vertical. A horizontal stripe array is most conveniently thought of as a two-dimensional array with n 2 columns, but only p 1 rows, one for each row of the physical grid. Using compiler data layout directives, we force the horizontal stripe array to be laid out on the same physical grid as the tableau itself. Therefore, each processor's subgrid has dimension 1 v 2 . Vertical stripe arrays are similar, but have n 1 rows and only p 2 columns, one for each column of the physical grid. They thus have v 1 1 subgrids. Both kinds of stripe arrays are illustrated in Figure 1 .
An interesting property of these arrays is that if each \stripe" contains identical data, it is possible, without any communication, to create a one-dimensional array having about the same length as one stripe, and containing the same information. The left half of Figure  2 shows the case of a horizontal stripe whose rows contain identical information. We divide each subgrid, which has dimension 1 v 2 , into p 1 blocks of length v 2 = dv 2 =p 1 e. The one-dimensional array has size v 2 p, and subgrids of dimension v 2 . To move data to the one-dimensional array, each processor in physical row k moves the kth block of its stripe array subgrid to the one-dimensional array. Note that if p 1 does not divide v 2 , that the destination array will be somewhat longer than each of the source stripes, and will contain some \garbage" positions; this e ect does not occur in the left part of Figure 2 .
The right part of Figure 2 shows a similar mapping for a vertical stripe array with identical columns. We divide each v 1 1 stripe subgrid into blocks of v 1 = dv 1 =p 2 e , and map the data to a one-dimensional destination array of length v 1 p by having each processor in physical column k copy its kth block. When v 1 is not a multiple of p 2 , we will again have a destination longer than the source stripes, and containing some \garbage" elements. The right example of Figure 2 is one such case; the last column of processors has nothing to do. The basic philosophy of our e cient approach is to use stripe arrays to streamline operations involving only a single single row or column of the tableau, and to use the techniques of Figure 2 to quickly map data from two-to one-dimensional form.
We keep the body of the tableau in a m n array, excluding the right hand side and reduced cost information. We thus set n 1 = m and n 2 = n. We store the reduced costs and right hand side in one-dimensional arrays of size v 2 p and v 1 p, respectively.
The iteration starts by choosing a variable index j corresponding to the most negative reduced cost. This operation requires that each processor nd the minimum of v 2 data elements, followed by a global scalar reduction communication operation to nd the global minimum. Overall, the time taken may be slightly more than in the naive implementation, in which each processor \owns" only dn=pe = dn=p 2 p 1 e v 2 = ddn=p 2 e =p 1 e elements.
Next, the physical column of processors containing the entering column moves it to the corresponding column of a vertical stripe array. This operation involves no interprocessor communication, and is sometimes called a \lazy extraction". The entering column is then spread throughout the entire stripe array; no virtual spreading occurs because the stripe array has only one column per processor. At this point, the entering column is replicated in each processor column. We now use the technique in the right half of Figure 2 to form a one-dimensional, v 1 p-length version of the entering column; combining this data with the existing right hand side vector allows the ratio test to be performed by a combination of local arithmetic and global scalar reduction. Now, the physical row of processors holding the pivot row extracts it into a corresponding row of a horizontal stripe array. A spread then copies this data to all the stripe rows (again, the layout of the stripes precludes virtual spreading).
Each processor's memory now contains a segment of v 2 elements of the pivot row and a segment of v 1 elements of the previously-spread pivot column. Each processor locally forms the outer product of these two segments and subtracts it from the corresponding block of the tableau matrix.
At this point, it remains only to update the reduced cost and right hand side vectors. To perform the former update, we map the pivot row stripe array into a v 2 p-length onedimensional array, as in the left half of Figure 2 . We then update the reduced costs with a simple local \saxpy" operation. The right hand side update is similar, except that the required one-dimensional version of the pivot column already exists. The iteration is now complete; Figure 3 gives a schematic of the entire procedure.
The implementation involves no virtual spreading, and its communication needs consist of a few scalar reductions and two spread's; all other operations are local to processors. Compared to the naive implementation, these communication gains come at the cost some extra processor-local data motion, and a few possible \garbage" elements in the reduced cost and right hand side arrays.
The trade-o is de nitely worthwhile: the performance of this stripe-array based approach was more than an order of magnitude better than either the naive or mask-based implementations. Computational results are described in detail in the next subsection. However, the implementation was di cult to express in Fortran 90, even with CM Fortran extensions. In essence, while the programmer can recommend data layouts to the compiler (via the layout directive), there is currently no explicit facility for a standard-conforming Fortran 90 program to detect or manipulate physical processor memory boundaries within an array. The Fortran 90 language was speci cally designed in this manner to enhance machine independence and portability.
As a result, we were forced to declare the main tableau matrix to be four-dimensional, with explicit, separate indices for the physical and subgrid positions along both axes. Stripe arrays had to be declared to be three-dimensional, with two physical axes and one subgrid axis. We had to augment the Fortran code with a few short low-level routines in order to manipulate stripe arrays properly (with some compiler improvements available on the CM{5, these low-level routines could be eliminated).
Thus, we see in the dense simplex method an example of Fortran 90 lacking the tools necessary for straightforward implementation of e cient distributed-memory versions of many fundamental numerical algorithms. There is a need to extend Fortran 90 so that creation and manipulation of distributed data structures such as stripe arrays becomes more natural. One proposal along these lines is the \Fortran D" language of 12]; another is the emerg- ing \High Performance Fortran" (HPF) 20] standard. While compilers for such extended languages should not be expected to automate the use of structures like stripe arrays, they could make the associated programming less awkward. While some of the details above are CM{2-speci c, the general principles should carry over to other contexts. In most data-parallel environments, moving data between arrays of di ering geometries requires a general communication mechanism that is slower than local computation. Therefore, similar implementation techniques should prove useful in other contexts.
Computational results with the tableau code
On CM{2 hardware con gurations with varying numbers of processors and local memory capacities, we tested a code similar to the stripe array implementation just outlined, but incorporating optional upper bounds on variables (see e.g. 9, 17] for the techniques used), and using the EXPAND rule of Gill et al. 13] in place of the naive ratio test described above. This latter modi cation, which is based on a pivot row selection approach originally proposed by Harris 18] , was necessary to produce acceptable numerical behavior. However, it added signi cant overhead to the simplex iteration by requiring extra reduction operations in the ratio test. For some very well-behaved classes of problems, the naive ratio test might su ce, and would run faster.
In brief, instead of choosing the pivot row i to minimize i , EXPAND chooses i to maximize jt ij j among all candidates that come within some tolerance of minimizing i . In the case of very small or degenerate pivots, EXPAND also perturbs the problem to assure a certain minimum stepsize. In addition to the EXPAND rule, we also implemented a \composite" phase I procedure of the sort originally advocated in 34].
Performing a linear regression, we found that the total microseconds of Connection Machine busy time t per normal phase II iteration was predicted with an R 2 of 0.9997 by the formula t 4923 ? (991) (2) where p 1 =1 represents an indicator variable that takes the value one if p 1 = 1, and zero otherwise.
Thus, time per iteration is determined essentially exclusively by the subgrid dimensions. The constant and linear terms in (2) re ect time spent on spread and reduction communication operations, as well as some computation, whereas the second-order coe cient corresponds only to time spent in the local outer product update. These coe cients illustrate the relative slowness of communication on the CM{2, as compared with computation. The constant and p 1 =1 terms also re ects the relative large xed overhead in setting up a spread; note that when p 1 = 1, spread's of horizontal stripe arrays become null operations, yielding signi cant time savings.
For a given problem and number of processors, it generally appears best to choose the processor layout so that the subgrids are fairly square, so as to minimize the sum of the v 1 and v 2 in (2); the constant and second order terms will not vary, except for minor rounding e ects. For very \ at" problems with n m, however, one might want to set p 1 = 1 (and thus v 1 = m) to save on overhead, even if the resulting subgrid is not very square.
For problems su ciently large that the second order term dominates (2), the relative speedups obtained by increasing the number of processors should be close to linear. For problems of intermediate size, where the linear terms dominate, relative speedups will be sublinear, and for very small problems, where the constant term dominates, relative speedups will be negligible.
The majority of the arithmetic operations in each simplex iteration occur in the outer product update, requiring 2v 1 v 2 ops per processor. Thus, for problems large enough that the v 1 v 2 term dominates (2), computation rates of about (2 ops)=(1:29 sec) 1:55 mega ops per processor are theoretically possible.
The stripe implementation was about two orders of magnitude faster than our initial naive implementation, and 40 times faster than the mask-based approach. Furthermore, the results are about one order of magnitude faster then the earlier CM{2 implementation mentioned in 1]. That implementation attempted to extract rows and columns from the tableau using specially optimized cross-geometry moves that did not invoke the full general router mechanism. It ran at about 240 single-precision kilo ops per arithmetic unit, roughly equivalent to 120 double-precision kilo ops. For the simplex method on the CM{2, the small amount of work to be done on the extracted rows and columns does not appear to justify even such a limited, optimized form of communication; it is better to use the \lazy extraction" technique a orded by stripe arrays.
We also experimented with a primal steepest-edge entering variable procedure (e.g. 11, 16, 25, 33]) in place of the most negative reduced cost rule of step T1 above. Here, one selects the entering variable to minimize not t 0j , but t 0j = q 1 + P m i=1 t 2 ij . This variation is particularly easy to implement in a dense tableau context, because all the necessary information is readily available. At each iteration, we use a \brute force" procedure to compute the squared norms P m i=1 t 2 ij and place them in the top row of a horizontal stripe array. This calculation requires a local (v 1 v 2 )-time inner product calculation in each processor, yielding a horizontal stripe array whose (k; j)th element contains We then use just the top row of processors to nd the entering variable index j , while the rest of the processors are \masked out". If we wished to distribute the entering column location task over all processors, we would have to spread the norms to all processor rows. This overhead is not justi able considering the small amount of work to be distributed. (3) with an R 2 of 0.9998. The v 1 v 2 coe cient indicates that the time per tableau subgrid element is about 41% higher than (2) , re ecting the extra time to perform the local inner product calculations. The extra vector reduction operation causes the large increase in the constant and v 2 coe cients. However, this extra time per iteration is often more than compensated for by a decrease in the number of iterations, especially for the more di cult problems. Table 2 gives dense simplex timings for the problems of Section 1 on 8K and 16K CM{ 2 con gurations (with 256 and 512 vector arithmetic units, respectively), using both the Tables 2 and 3 are rough estimates. On the SPARCStation 2, we aborted MINOS before completion of cardx4k, and were not able to read the entire data le for cardxb. The time per iteration for cardx4k is the average for the rst 1,000 pivots, and the cardxb value is based on (optimistically) assuming that the time per iteration for such dense problems, with partial pricing, will grow roughly as m 2 . To obtain total run time estimates, we multiplied each time per pivot estimate by the corresponding number of iterations for our dense, non-steepest-edge tableau implementation. This implementation displayed similar iteration counts to MINOS for the other cardxxx problems.
MINOS does not implement a steepest-edge rule, so comparing it to steepest-edge parallel code may seem to be \unfair." However, MINOS does take advantage of partial pricing. A steepest-edge approach, on the other hand, e ectively requires something like full pricing. In a sparse serial context, partial pricing is, in fact, often a more e ective strategy than primal steepest-edge, particularly as problems become increasingly dense. On the other hand, the CM{2 code of Table 2 is essentially \locked into" doing full pricing because it uses a tableau. One may then view the steepest-edge rule as a relatively cheap way to take some advantage of the extra information thus generated, and compensate for the higher cost of full pricing.
For the larger problems, and particularly the denser ones, Table 2 shows clear advantages due to parallelism. In addition, the large problems show quite respectable relative speedups as one doubles the number of processors, in the neighborhood of 1.6 to 1.8. Except in the easiest problems, the additional per-iteration e ort of the steepest-edge rule generally pays o in terms of lower iteration counts, and thus lower total run times. This e ect is especially pronounced for the most di cult problems, cardx4k and cardxb, where the steepest-edge variant of the code runs over 20 times faster.
When examining Table 3 , it is important to keep in mind that each tableau iteration does more work than a MINOS iteration, because MINOS employs partial pricing. Sometimes this extra work can yield dividends even without a steepest-edge procedure, as in the case of dual2048, for which all the dense codes require many fewer iterations than MINOS. To take a comparable number of pivots, MINOS would have to price out many more columns per iteration, which would greatly increase its time per iteration.
An earlier version of the tableau implementation, lacking the steepest-edge feature and a number of other re nements, has already been incorporated into the CMSSL library, available for both the CM{2 and the newer CM{5. Now consider a \naive" implementation of R1-R6, representing A and Y as distributed two-dimensional arrays, and b, c, x, , r, d, and z as distributed one-dimensional arrays. Standard linear algebra subroutines can be used to implement the matrix multiplications in R1 and R3, and the outer product in R5. The only explicit communication operations in the algorithm are the reductions needed to compute the minima in R2 and R4, and a send-type operation to extract column j of A in R3. However, considerable communication is implicit in the linear algebra operations. Each of the matrix-vector multiplications in R1 and R3 requires, generally speaking, two send's to reshape data, a spread to distribute data from the vector multiplicand, and a vector reduction to accumulate the results. In addition, the outer product in R5 requires several send's and spread's.
Implementation using stripe arrays
We now propose an implementation that uses stripe arrays to eliminate many of the communication steps above. Let n 1 = n 2 = m, implying v 1 = dm=p 1 e and v 2 = dm=p 2 e. As before, v 1 = dv 1 Assume that the stripe array has been spread prior to each iteration, that is, its rows are identical, each containing a full set of current dual variables. Then the pricing step R1 can be accomplished by three operations. First, each processor does a local matrix-vector multiplication, depositing its result in the r stripe array. A vector reduction then sums the columns of this array, leaving the result in the rst column, which is nally locally subtracted from c.
The reduced costs are now in the rst column of the r stripe array. The rst column of processors then execute step R2 to choose j . To involve more processors, we would have to spread the reduced cost information, which would impose unjusti able additional overhead relative to the work to be performed.
We now come to step R3. A j is locally extracted into and then spread throughout a horizontal (1 v 2 subgrid) stripe array. A matrix multiplication by the local portion of Y yields a v 1 1 subgrid result, which is deposited in the d array. A vector reduction, and then a spread, replicates the correct entering column information in every stripe of d.
Because d has already been spread, we can now use the techniques of Figure 2 to copy the entering column information to a v 2 p-length one-dimensional array \aligned" with x. After this re-mapping, all processors can share about equally in the work of performing the ratio test R4, the only communication being a global scalar reduction to nd the minimum ratio over all processors.
In step R5, we rst locally extract row i of Y , divide it by d i , and spread it throughout the z stripe array. Then, after subtracting 1 from d i (a strictly local operation), the rank-one update of Y is accomplished by a local outer product and addition.
Updating in step R6 requires a local saxpy calculation on the stripe arrays and z. Note that since z has already been spread, the assumption that the rows of contain duplicate information can be preserved for the next iteration. Finally, since a one-dimensional version of d already exists, updating x reduces to a saxpy operation on two one-dimensional vectors, requiring only local computation.
Note that it is important that A and Y be stored transposed relative to one another, rather than in the canonical manner. Otherwise, the method would require a send to transfer a vertical stripe array to a horizontal one. An alternative to the above implementation would be to store Y transposed and A untransposed.
Compared to the naive implementation above, stripe arrays eliminate all the send operations, and also one spread. The only sacri ces required are some redundant work in the saxpy operation that updates in step R6, some possible inactive garbage elements when updating x in step R6, and a reduction in the number of processors that can usefully participate in choosing the entering column in step R2. All of these steps remain relatively small portions of the overall amount of work, so the stripe implementation is much more e cient.
Still, the revised stripe approach requires one more spread than the tableau stripe method, and also two additional vector reductions on stripe arrays.
The main advantages gained by these extra communication steps are reduced storage requirements and greater algorithmic exibility. Unlike the sparse case, where revised methods can avoid creating ll-in in the tableau, the revised dense explicit inverse method has no particular advantage over the dense tableau method in terms of op count. The dominant work in the tableau method is the rank-one update, which takes roughly 2mn ops, to rst order. In the revised iteration, the dominant operations are pricing, which takes 2mn or 2mn ? 2m 2 ops, depending on whether or not one prices out basic columns (in the present context on the CM{2, it is faster to price out basic columns than not, despite the unnecessary ops), computing the entering column, and the rank-one basis update. Each of these last two steps takes 2m 2 ops, so the revised method requires more calculation. However, the revised method does retain a distinct storage advantage, since the basis inverse Y requires less space than the tableau T, particularly if n is much larger than m. The revised method also performs fewer memory operations per op | each processor spends less time calculating outer products, and more time performing matrix-vector multiplications, which are less memory-intensive.
Furthermore, some of the extra ops can be \put to work" by special treatment of slack variables. In the tableau implementation, slack columns, although very sparse, must be included in the constraint matrix A. In the revised method, the reduced cost of a slack variable for row i is simply ? i , and the entering column is simply the ith column of Y , so there is no need to place slack columns explicitly in A. Thus, as many as m columns may be removed from A, depending on how many constraints in the original problem are inequalities.
Separating the basis inverse and dual variable information from the representation of A has further advantages in making the revised method more adaptable: the separation of the pricing and rank-one update operations allow for substantial future extensions and modi cations of the revised implementation. Possibilities include partial pricing, specialized and/or sparse ways of representating A and performing the pricing step R1 (while keeping Y dense), and compact inverse methods for specially structured problems, such as those with generalized upper bound (GUB) constraints (e.g. 17]).
Computational experiments
We implemented a method similar to that of Section 3.1 on the CM{2, modi ed to include the EXPAND pivot rule, explicit upper bounds on variables, removal of slack variables from A, and a composite phase I. Using the test problems of Table 1 , we ran the problems on 8K and 16K CM{2's, and performed a regression analysis similar to that of (2) These results re ect the higher communication overhead of the revised iteration, both in terms of the setup and transmission time. The (1:14)v 1 v 2 term re ects the outer product update of the basis inverse, and has a similar per-element cost to the tableau outer-product update in (2) . On the other hand, the (0:56)v 0 1 v 2 term corresponds to the pricing operation; it is less time-consuming per element than the outer product because it requires fewer memory operations per op. Thus, for large problems with n m, it is possible for the revised method to run slightly faster than the tableau method, despite its greater communication overhead. Table 4 gives total run times for the dense revised simplex code, and the ratio of the revised simplex time per iteration to non-steepest-edge tableau time per iteration. The two implementations generally execute very similar number of pivots, but there are occasional di erences due to slightly di erent handling of slack columns. Typically, the revised implementation is comparable to or somewhat slower than the tableau implementation. However, it can be noticeably faster for problems where n=m is large, such as for cardxb.
We have not yet implemented a steepest-edge pivot rule for the revised method, which would require using the recurrence formulas given in 11, 16] . Implementing these formulas would signi cantly increase the time for each iteration of the primal revised method. However, it is interesting to note that steepest-edge variants of both dense tableau and dense revised explicit inverse versions of the dual simplex method can be e ciently implemented. In the dual steepest-edge simplex method based upon the problem dual to (1) from which the free dual variables have been eliminated and only the nonnegative dual slacks remain, the required edge norms are the norms of the rows of the tableau. Hence, this method is the natural one to use in a tableau simplex implementation. \Dual algorithm 3" in 11], which was rst proposed by Goldfarb 15] , uses a recurrence formula to update the squares of these norms. However, for a revised explicit inverse implementation, the most convenient dual steepest-edge simplex method is the one based upon the problem dual to (1) in which there are only free dual variables, since the edge norms in this case are the norms of the rows of Y = B ?1 . A dual simplex method that uses a recurrence formula to update the squares of these norms is referred to as \dual algorithm 1" in 11].
Conclusions
Naturally, a fully sparse, highly parallel revised simplex implementation, if e cient, would be much more generally useful and desirable than the kind of implementations described in this paper. However, such advances will at the very least have to await possible improvements in parallel general sparse matrix factoring. (In this regard, 24] holds some promise). What we have shown here is that parallel dense simplex methods are neither trivial to implement nor completely without promise. Table 4 : Dense revised method total run times in seconds. The last pair of columns give the ratio of the revised simplex time per iteration to the tableau method time per iteration, without steepest-edge, on a CM{2 with the same number of processors.
The results in Table 2 show that the CM{2 can yield better run times than a workstation of the same vintage on realistic sparse problems, even though it is treating them as if they were dense. On the other hand, it is clearly not possible to claim that it would be cost e ective to solve most highly sparse linear programs by treating them as dense on a parallel supercomputer. For denser problems, however, the situation becomes di erent. For a di cult, large, dense problem like cardxb, a dense parallel approach seems the only viable one. Of course, dense parallel non-simplex algorithms might also be practical. Models such as cardxb have been very rare in operations research, but this rarity may in some measure have been due to the past lack of viable solution methods. Parallel computing now makes it possible to contemplate such models. It should be noted that cardxb is not an arti cial, \cooked up" problem, but arose directly from an application of immediate interest to one of the Thinking Machines' customers.
Still, highly sparse models will continue to predominate, limiting the direct applicability of the techniques described here. However, a parallel dense simplex kernel may still have an important role to play as a component of more sophisticated parallel optimization techniques. Possible applications include compact inverse methods and master problems of decomposition procedures. Indeed, by combining compact inverse and column generation techniques, some of the present authors intend to use the dense revised simplex method as part of a parallel multicommodity ow optimization code.
Appendix: Performance on the CM{5
Since the rst version of this paper rst went to the referees, there have been several new generations of Connection Machine hardware, most notably the release of the CM{5 family. The design of the code described here was speci cally tuned to the CM{2 family. However, we believe that the general principles involved are fairly machine-independent. To demonstrate this independence, we have tested one of our implementations on the CM{5.
There are many architectural di erences between the CM{5 and CM{2; in particular, the CM{5 is an MIMD system, and uses a very di erent processor interconnection topology. Nevertheless, the CM{5 supports the CMF language, and CMF codes developed on the CM{2 can be compiled and run on the CM{5 with little or no modi cation.
A CM{5 consists of a number of processing nodes (\PN's"), each containing a single SPARC microprocessor. Each PN has an additional four custom-architecture vector arithmetic units. Thus, a 64-PN CM{5 has 256 vector arithmetic units, the same number as in an 8K CM{2. We decided to compare dense simplex performance on these two con gurations. Of our CM{2 implementations, the steepest-edge tableau method was typically the fastest, so we selected it to compare CM{5 and CM{2 performance. The only di erences in the code were a change in the parameter giving the minimum vector register length (the current CM{5 Fortran compiler does not impose the vector length restrictions of its CM{2 counterpart), and a one-line change in the implementation of the techniques of Figure 2 . Table 5 shows total run times for the the steepest edge tableau implementation on a CM{5 with 64 processing nodes, both in seconds and divided into the corresponding times for an 8K CM{2. For the smallest, easiest problems, the CM{5 is roughly twice as fast as the CM{2. However, as the problems become larger, the CM{5 becomes relatively more Table 5 : Run times in seconds for the steepest edge tableau code on a CM{5 with 64 processing nodes and 256 vector arithmetic units, with comparison to the 8K CM{2, which has the same number of vector arithmetic units.
e cient, giving run times over six times as fast on the hardest problems. This trend re ects the properties of the standard CM{5 CMF compiler and run-time system, which are designed for performance on long vector operations. The results of Table 5 demonstrate that the implementation is able to take advantage of the increased power of the CM{5. They therefore indicate that our implementation techniques are not completely CM{2-dependent, but instead have some level of generality.
